Caldwell denounces budget cuts

State Representative Barry Caldwell addressed concerns about the future of higher education in Kentucky at last Monday's SG rally against budget cuts. [Frank Lang Jr. photo]

$1200 was spent on uniforms for the helicopter pilots.

The state representative also mentioned a bill that is now being considered by the state legislature, called Amendment #1. The amendment, which could become part of the Kentucky state constitution, provides the governor of the Commonwealth to run for reelection and succeed himself. According to Caldwell, the amendment formerly would have taken effect with the next governor to be elected, not Brown. Caldwell said the proposal 'smacks' of politics, because the governor has influenced legislators to change the proposal so it would take effect immediately upon approval. This would allow Brown another term in office.

On the subject of the Salmon P. Chase College of Law, Caldwell, a graduate of Chase, expressed anger that only four members of the Committee on Higher Education in Kentucky's Future are from the northern Kentucky area. Two represent the University of Louisville and the rest of them are from the Louisville and Lexington regions. "We are not being adequately represented," said Caldwell.

In closing, Caldwell told the gathering to "become committed" to the quality of higher education by voting for state legislators who are also committed to that cause.

"It's in your hands on November 3. Get Kentucky committed to higher education," he said.

State Representative Barry Caldwell

Karen Merk
Staff Reporter

The Student Government elections, which were held October 13 and 14, drew over 1000 students to the polls. This constituted 11 percent of the student population and enabled the SG Constitutional Amendment Number 1 to pass.

The Amendment states that the SG Constitution will be allowed to form a Residence Hall Council, to be composed of eight members to represent the individual Residence Hall's wings and buildings, and one member to represent the entire Residence Hall complex. The member representing the entire complex will also chair the Residence Hall Council and be voting member in the SG General Assembly. Membership on the council will be determined by an election of the residence hall residents in the fall of each school year. The amendment will give the council such duties as formulation of Residence Hall policies and regulations; encouraging communal respect and responsibility; promoting communications and a social life for the residents and jurisdiction in Residence Hall discipline cases.

Dave MacKnight, SG vice-president, commented, "I'm definitely glad it passed." The reason over 10 percent of NKU students (the necessary number for the Amendment to pass) voted, in MacKnight's opinion, was "the pollworkers did a good job making people aware." The trick was "getting good people to the polls," said MacKnight. It is becoming increasingly easy to do that, as NKU students are taking more of an interest in campus affairs. Said MacKnight, "It is looking better. Students are getting more involved. I'm optimistic about the future."

Also voted on in the election were the Student Government Representative-at-Large. Those who were elected, in order of the number of votes received, include: Mary Penrod, Jim Hornbeck, Mary Hanrahan, Denise Cochran, Derek Drewson and West with the book.

Representatives-at-Large are the only voting members of Student Government. Those who have participated in SG functions as volunteers.

He said that probably the most difficult thing the new reps will face when they first take office will be allocating time for SG activities. Self-discipline will be a factor in keeping up with the demanding, but rewarding, office of Representative-at-Large.

I'm totally happy with the group that got elected and the elected in general," concluded MacKnight.
Budget limitation problems offset by program grants

by Brent Meyer
News Editor

In the time of budget cutbacks, program grants from outside sources offer support.

A $4500 grant awarded to the Business Administration department by Kroger Company will be used to administer food marketing courses, explained Dr. Gary Clayton, business administration chairman.

Effective courses will be taught next spring and the following fall by Dr. Mitch Shapiro in marketing and management, said Clayton.

"We're very fortunate to have the headquarters of a major food company in our area," said Clayton.

Clayton expressed that the business program hopes to eventually develop a food industry curriculum, perhaps a major or minor in either marketing or management.

Only six or seven good food industry programs currently exist in the country, said Clayton.

"If interest is displayed and funding available, there is no reason why Northern can't develop the third or fourth best curriculum in the country," added Clayton.

The present development goal is fall of 1983, but the program is currently in the "thinking stage," concluded Clayton.

The US Department of Education awarded $42,200 to Chase Law School to expand the Family Law Clinical Program.

In addition to permitting students to represent abused and neglected children in court, the program is being expanded to allow students to represent children in delinquency cases, said Kathleen King, clinical program director.

King explained that a third year practice rule allows students to represent such cases under a lawyer's supervision.

"There are more trials in delinquency," said King. "The grant gives students a chance to delve into a whole new area."

The US Department of Education also awarded two grants to the cooperative education program.

A grant for $4,655 was awarded from nation-wide funds left over from work-study. The award was based on enrollment figures, said Dr. Ralph O'Brien, co-op director.

The co-op program plans to hire a student assistant, with these funds, to publicize and present co-op advantages to the Northern community, stated O'Brien.

The assistant will work for one year and about 20 hours a week. The position, however, does not qualify for co-op credit because of federal regulations restricting credit for jobs funded by co-op, related O'Brien.

He concluded, the position should be filled by early November.

An additional grant for $46,000 was awarded as the final payment in a series of five year grants to aid in administrative work.

The grant is given to programs that demonstrate student interest and growth potential, said O'Brien.

"It [the grant] has been particularly helpful in expanding Northern's co-op program in time of budget limitations," he concluded.

Britain to be seminar topic

Dr. Jeffrey Williams, associate professor of history, will give a presentation entitled, "After the Wall is Over: Post-Royal Wedding Reflections on the State of Britain." The lecture will take place Wednesday, October 28 at noon in the Faculty Dining Room of the University Center.

Williams, who has spent approximately seven years in Britain, will discuss that country's major problems with their economy and society.

Two-day voice classes offered

The Music department will host "Master Classes" in voice on Monday, October 30 and Tuesday, October 31.

The classes will be taught by celebrated artist, Eileen Farrell.

Monday's class is Opera/Oratorio/Art Songs. It will be held in Fine Arts 300 at 11 a.m. and at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Theater.

Tuesday's class is Pop/Blues/Jazz. It will also take place in the Fine Arts Theater at 10 a.m. Both classes are free.

Tuesday evening at 8 p.m. in the U.C. Ballroom, Farrell will speak on her career, complimentary tickets are available in the University Relations office, AC 310, or the Fine Arts office, FA 318.

KET offers credit in legal education

Students in continuing legal education can receive four credit hours for watching a television show on KET.

Channel 54, called the "Legal Ethics Teleconference."

The teleconference is sponsored by the Kentucky Bar Association and the Office of Continuing Legal Education at the UK College of Law. It will examine issues pertaining to the professional conduct of lawyers.

It airs on Channel 54 Saturday, October 24 from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. To receive credit, viewers must register and watch the show at one of twelve viewing sites in Kentucky. One place is here at NKU. No credit will be given to those watching at home.

There is no registration fee.

For more information, call John K. Hickey, director of the Office of Continuing Legal Education at UK College of Law. The number is 606-258-2921.
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O'Connor arouses enthusiastic reaction from law students

The recent appointment of Sandra Day O'Connor as the first woman to sit on the US Supreme Court was met with much enthusiasm throughout the country. Female lawyers and law students were perhaps the most thrilled with this mark in history.

To demonstrate their happiness, the officers of the Women's Law Caucus of the Salmon P. Chase College of Law devised a humorous project. A T-shirt was printed with the figures of nine justices, which included a woman justice holding in the middle, a caption that read, "One down—eight to go."

"The project was done purely in humor and I expect the public to react laughingly," explained Denise Hough, President of the Women's Law Caucus at Chase.

The 30 law students sent O'Connor one of the shirts and a letter reading, "we appreciate the role model you are providing to all professionals."

Last week they received a hand written letter on Supreme Court stationery from O'Connor thanking them for the gift.

"The T-shirt is terrific," read the letter. "Forgive me if I don't wear it around my colleagues just yet, but it will be nice to get some female companions in the future. Please thank the Women's Law Caucus for me. Sincerely, Sandra O'Connor."

The T-shirts are now on sale at the Chase bookstores for $6 each. You better hurry though, 150 have already been sold.

Used book sale to be held

The Friends of the Campbell County Public Library, in cooperation with the NKU library, will hold its semi-annual used book sale October 24-26. The sale will be held at the W. Frank Steely Library on the NKU campus.

The sale will include magazines, paperbacks, fiction, non-fiction and children's books.

Hours for the sale will be Saturday, October 24, 11 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sunday, October 25, 1 p.m.-9 p.m. and Monday, October 26, 8 a.m.-7 p.m.

For more information, call John K. Hickey, director of the Office of Continuing Legal Education at UK College of Law.
Lake Inferior upgraded due to renovations

by Jon Cole

A few years back, during more frivolous times, The Northerner held bathtub races in the body of water behind the Fine Arts building as their contribution to the annual Rites of Spring activities. One thing really puzzled Northerner staffers: the pond had no name. So, being the innovative people they were, they held a "Name the Lake Contest," (lake having a better connotation than "pond"). A student submitted the name "Lake Inferior" and it stuck.

For those of you seeking to know more about the "Inferior," here is a bit of information about our grand ole Lake Inferior and the renovations taking place around it.

Drain pipes along side of the lake drain all water from the buildings on campus into Inferior. The pipes became clogged with debris, thus causing the lake to become too full.

This is when the university employed a link belt machine to rid the lake of the "mirey muck," described by Clarence Theibault, business manager of Business Affairs. There was a combination of weeds, cattails and even four bathtubs, scooped out of Lake Inferior.

While that work was being done, manholes were put in beside a sidewalk near Inferior. "These manholes allow us to turn on the water supply to Northern or shut off," said Tabor. "That mirey muck pulled out of the lake will be kept to dry out so it can be used later for planters on campus."

"We will give it [Lake Inferior] treatments next spring so the lake will stay clear and look nicer," continued Tabor. "Not until the lake is stabilized," said Engineering Assistant of Campus Development, John Deedrick, considering when work on Inferior would begin.

"I Yam what I Yam..."

Former NKU President Frank Steely enjoyed participating in the annual bathtab regatta on Lake Inferior in years past. [Northerner file photo]

The administration, especially President Albright, is interested in having the lake completed in a style that would be pleasing to all students. They will add benches, tables, trees, shrubbery and a sidewalk around the lake.

Along with cleaning the lake, Northern obtained a few new friends who spend a great deal of time there.

Scandinavian seminar offered

Scandinavian Seminar is now accepting applications for its 1982-1983 academic year abroad in Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden. This unique learning experience is designed for college students, graduates and other adults who want to study in a Scandinavian country, becoming part of that nation's living, breathing language. A new one-semester program, only in Denmark, is also available.

After orientation in Denmark and a three-week intensive language course, generally followed by a family stay, students are placed individually at Scandinavian Folk Schools or other specialized institutions, where they live and study with Scandinavians of diverse backgrounds. The Folk Schools are small, residential educational communities intended mainly for young adults. Both historically and socially, these schools have played an important part in the development of the Scandinavian countries.

Marketing forum set for November

The University of Cincinnati will conduct its fifth annual Marketing Careers Forum on Thursday, November 6.

The tentative schedule for the forum in the welcome and introduction at 7:30 p.m., first session at 8 p.m., second session at 8:30 p.m., final session at 9 p.m., and the conclusion and refreshments at 9:30 p.m.

Professionals from several area companies will discuss retailing, brand management, industrial marketing, marketing management/sales, marketing research and advertising. For further information contact Lynn Langmeyer of the marketing department in BEP 409.

Candy sale to aid women's softball

NKU's Women's Softball Team is having a candy sale during the months of October and November. All proceeds will help support the Softball Program. Team members will have candy available around campus in the University Center and all classroom buildings. Candy—M&M plain and peanut—fifty cents per box.

Nixon favored for Chase grad. speaker

Many Chase students were disappointed with last year's graduation speaker. In response, the Graduation Speaker Committee surveyed day and night students on who they would like to hear speak.

The results, in order of preference, were as follows: Richard Nixon, Chester Stewart and Jimmy Carter, Paul Whalen, senior Chase student.

Whalen said the choices will be forwarded to Chase Dean William Jones then to President Albright. It will be up to them to forward the invitations.

Delta Zeta names new officers

Mary Penrod has been named the national president of Delta Zeta Sorority for the 1981-1982 school year. Other officers are: Anne McCarthy, vice-president; Vicky Valentino, pledge trainer; Janice Snavly, secretary; Tina Reifman, corresponding secretary; and Patty Seiter, treasurer....
Zaniello voices his views on tenure policy

(Thomas Zaniello is an associate professor in the Literature and Language Department.)

"He can't teach, he must have tenure." Have you heard a remark like that recently? I did. Although I encourage my students to voice their out for the purpose of gathering in-vigilating examples of American dialectics, I myself rarely engage in such practices. Nevertheless as I left the crush of students in a Landrum elevator last week I overheard a student's remark to his friend, "He can't teach, he must have tenure.

A universe of discourse lies behind the remark, even if it is not expressively eulogized. If this brief encounter had not coincided with what I regard as the NKU Administration's genial disregard for the academic tradition of tenure I might never have written this editorial. But in an attempt to rebut this casual remark I overheard one day and to counter a number of proposals, some actual and some vague, which threaten the tradition of academic tenure, I offer these remarks.

Tenure has been variously defined as a kind of academic royalism: once Professor X puts it on, he's safe inside the university; she can't be fired, she's got tenure. This negative formulation of tenure is in fact not technically true: Professor X can be fired for a number of reasons as stated by Kentuck Revised Statute 164.360 ("incompetency, neglect or refusal to perform teacher duty, or for immoral conduct.

If, however, Professor X is a poor teacher, insecure or immoral, neither negligent nor disabused, it doesn't really matter if she has tenure or not: there is a whole battery of administrative procedures most of which are promoted or at least accepted by the current administration which provide checks and balances in terms of a teacher's effectiveness. For example, there is merit pay as an incentive to perform well, there is a phenomenon roughly known as "Preview-Review Interview" in which program head evaluates the professor, there is the choice of teaching assignments and hours matters not covered by contract but "negotiated" by individuals depending on their status and reputation, and there are student evaluations at the end of every course.

In short if there is a problem with the quality of teaching there are numerous ways in which either positive or negative evaluation may be used. If poor quality instruction persists at NKU it is a failure of the elaborate departmental and administrative machinery of evaluation, not that of the tenure system.

All the above is only related indirectly to tenure. The argument so far tells us what tenure is not responsible for. But what tenure will not do is change the historically evolved contractual concept, defining the faculty's right to study and teach what they and their professional peers regard as the truth without fear of recrimination or the threat of being fired for their beliefs. In this sense tenure provides a very special academic security, a security at the heart of the free inquiry process.

Every faculty member knows a colleague who voices opinions which are not popular or likely to gain him an invitation to a Regents' banquet. In the ideal system, administrators (who in the delegated line of authority are the faculty's employers) have to pay attention to the opinions voiced, not the faculty member's tenure status.

Does tenure somehow bestow the right or opportunity to offer provocative and challenging ideas? I think not. In my experience an untenured professor without strong opinions will become a tenured professor without strong opinions. DeQuincey wrote that a person who spends his days with oen will dream of oxen, but those who strive for a vision will have one.

But why should tenure—which many academicians, including some administrators, define in the abstract—be under attack at NKU? NKU is really not in Highland Heights (perhaps it comes as news to the East Campus) but is really part of a national academic community where budget fights and increased job mobility (the select just two of the recent pressures) produce the illusion that tenure may be an anachronistic notion, as antiques in the one-room schoolhouse. There are at least six manifestations of an anti-tenure atmosphere now evident at NKU:

1) The most obvious is a financial exigency policy which, in baldest terms—ultimately the only ones that count—provides for the firing of tenured faculty in case of some vaguely defined financial emergency. If tenured faculty are being fired before, let us say, administrative staff or before there are further cuts in administrative budgets, then tenure per se has been redeemed and, possibly, refined out of existence.

2) Program changes this is a vague concept which has surfaced in some draft documents (most notably the July 1981, draft of the Faculty Handbook) and which seems to imply that if the wave of the future is only commercial art, then fine arts could be phased out. If foreign languages are unnecessary because the whole world is taking up American rather than Victorian English, then we no longer need foreign language teachers. Fortunately one of the nicest features of the "old" tenure system is that these hasty predictions and suppositions usually have to pass the professional scrutiny of experienced teachers and scholars who are not easily swayed by "trends" and "parameters" and "bottom lines.

3) Rolling contracts: this phenomenon which may have been named by a stenograph combination specifies a series of contracts, with the assumption that they will be ended as the demand for the program dies or the contracted expertise becomes expendable. But if one doesn't have tenure, then one's employment is terminal, whether the bus leaves sooner or later.

4) University senate: if the faculty represent the creative intelligence and artistic skill of the academy and if they have their own professional interests as well, then a purely faculty group is a necessity for representing both academic and professional interests. Already dangerous tendencies exist in the public statements of some current Faculty Senators and Executives who believe that the faculty should not put forward their ideas independently since the administration may not adopt them anyway.

5) Committees who negotiate directly with the administration without first reporting to the Faculty Senate. Among the faults lines of these tendencies is the erosion of an independent faculty forum. A university senate would make the formation of a faculty "union" or organization almost inevitable. A university senate will almost by definition have its own interest in tenure that a faculty organization must have.

6) Protection of tenure-track currently untenured faculty: if the idea of firing tenured faculty because of financial exigency has disturbed the tenured faculty think of the drop in morale the whole discussion generates in the tenure-track faculty, those who form a significant energetic group of colleagues who are the most vulnerable to firing.

More than that: the new (July, 1981) draft of the Faculty Handbook eliminates some of the clear and fair methods of notifying tenure candidates of the reasons for their progress towards tenure and replaces those provisions.

[See Zaniello, page 5]
Zaniello

with a simple no or yea. The administra-
tion has stated that those changes were 
on the advice of their lawyers. I should say so, since it seems that such changes 
were almost purely a result of the actions of 
lawyers as frustrated tenure-seekers trying 
to do what the court will not do for them. The but legal questions aside, creating anti-
tenure climate encourages prospective 
tenure-track professors to shop 
elsewhere for jobs.

Revisions in faculty handbooks: such revisions make it very difficult 
to apply fair and consistent criteria to 
tenure and promotion policies. That is reason enough to be concerned with the 
last (AUP-type) Handbook released in 1978. Yet another difficult legal issue 
rises every spring when faculty sign their salary notifications. Some 
authorities maintain that even though 
the form demands that the faculty accept 
the "new" or "latest" handbook, in fact the handbook in effect when tenure was 
granted should determine the contrac-
tural agreement of the tenure. But this 
issue, difficult for non-lawyers to 
decipher and by no means clearly resolu-
ed in case law, has nonetheless a simple and 
fair resolution: one's tenure is defined 
by the handbook in effect when 
tenure was granted. Changing the hand-
book so that it changes tenure hardly 
shows respect for the original agree-
ment.

Perhaps I have overestimated and 
underestimated the atmosphere. I 
hop so. But if we have not, then these 
are very important issues which influence 
both students and faculty. In any 
concept which has had validity for many 
years, should not be jettisoned in haste 
or in an attempt to make an October 
deadline for a Regents' meeting. We 
may be inadvertently preparing a 
sign-the one next to the Judd 
Fins-a sign for educators iand the 
educated public that we have had no intention 
of publishing: NKU UNSAFE/PLEASE 
STAY OFF.

Thomas A. Zaniello

Letters

Student applauds

abortion commentary

Dear Editor:

Bravo, Melissa! I heartily [sic] ap-
plaud your forthright and sympathetic 
statement in favor of the girl's right to 
make her own conscientious decision on 
what to do with her life and her baby 
after an unplanned biological occurrence. 
Those self-righteous advocates of 
forced motherhood show no sympathy 
for others like her; they want them 
punished for having sex.

SG candidate congratulates opponents

Dear Editor:

First let me say that even though I 
was defeated in this fall's general elec-
tion here at NKU, it was a learning ex-
perience-and, one I won't soon forget. 
However, I will not give up in my efforts 
to work with student government as I 
will run again for this position. 
Secondly, I want to congratulate the 
people who defeated me and wish them 
the best of luck in their terms of office. I 
would also like to say that even though 
some of them didn't campaign, they all 
were fine candidates from whom I hope

you get the kind of representation you 
deserve-which is the best.

And last, not but least, I want to 
thank the people who did vote for me 
and also those who passed over my 
literature, I really do appreciate all you 
did. I also want to tell those who voted 
for me. I did intend to run again in the 
spring and campaign harder than any 
candidate ever to come to NKU.

Again, congratulations to my 
opponent and, thanks to those who 
helped in my campaign.

A Pre-Abortion Atheist
A. Lutes

Correction:

"Bad news yields good news!" This 
is another way of saying that the cur-
rent problems of the economy and 
specific industries provide great oppor-
tunities for the innovative, ag-
grressive young graduate. Here are 
some examples:

Our seniors in Business Ad-
ministration or Psychology who seek a 
career in Personnel can write their own 
tickets if they investigate these prob-
lem areas: 

Employee theft is reaching epidemic proportions. Many small 
businesses have been forced into 
kruptcy because of it. New techni-
ques to pinpoint the potentially 
dishonest job applicant are being tried. 
Lie detectors, polygraph tests, "honest" exams in depth, confession-
like interviews are a few of the techni-
ques. Some states ban the use of 
polygraphs and lie detectors. Here is 
a great opportunity to be creative 
and make a career in the employment field.

Develop a reliable, valid test to screen 
out the potential thief.

Another problem is the need for 
measuring performance of 
employees such as computer operators, 
secretary, supervisor, engineer, etc. You need to understand 
the details of the job, its critical func-
tions and shape an objective measure 
of performance standards. Employers 
need this to grant merit increases and 
to discharge the very poor performer. 
With the many resources to which the 
discharged worker or the one who 
doesn't get a raise can go for help, this 
objective measure is very much need-
ed. Do some research and create your 
own niche in the Personnel Depart-
ment. A good opportunity for the 
statistically oriented student, the 
psychology major, and special interest 
students lies in the Business field.

Alcoholism and drug use on the job 
are problems in industry needing the 
skill of the counselor, social work 
and clinical psychology majors.

The Educational student 

can assist industry in its need to 
build team spirit or morale by way of sport 
and recreation programs.

Marketing majors need to note 
that Brand Management (FG&K) techniques 
for so many years is dwindling in im-
portance as a sales tactic. Instead 
many companies are using the "umbrella" 
concept of tying a number of 
products into one promotion, one 
advertising campaign. Scott, for ex-
ample, ties its paper towels, toilet tissues, 
facial tissues and napkins into one ad 
campaign, reducing marketing costs 
actually raising sales. Grab this chang-
ished concept and take to the old Brand 
Management companies—showing its 
advantages—and make your own 
career. Spread your interests beyond 
consumer goods manufacturers. Local 
tool and other capital goods manufac-
turers use the Brand Manager concept 
and could gain a lot by changing to the 
umbrella tactic.

Business is a problem becomes 
a opportunity for those with originality.
And God said, Let there be light: and there was light. You gotta admit that was pretty cool. And He divided the light and darkness into day and night, a very efficient arrangement. It suited the animals and the planets. They grew and prospered, each in its own appointed cycle and there was peace and harmony in all creation. Except for Man.

**Helen Tucker**

**Feature Columnist**

They say God created Man in His own image and likeness but this strains the credibility. Man has never been satisfied with anything in his environment. History, both recorded and pre-recorded, is one long instance of Man trying to improve the Master Plan. Sometimes he has succeeded and sometimes he has blown it all to hell.

The end of October marks one of the most presumptions of Man's attempts to meddle with the cosmic schedule. He has chosen to regulate the daylight hours for his own convenience and modestly calls it Daylight Savings Time.

This twice-a-year attempt to make more practical use of the most cost efficient system ever designed is typical of Man's attempt to improve on perfection. And with the usual goofed-up results.

Next Sunday is the day to be marked in red on the calendar. At 2 a.m. Sunday morning all the clocks in the U.S. of A. must be turned back one full hour. And woe to the unfortunate person who forgets to do so, for this one small omission is gonna screw up the whole day.

First, you are going to arrive at any destination one hour too early. This isn't all bad. It may be the only time some people have ever been on time for church. Nevertheless, the extra hour's sleep will be lost and all for naught.

Which brings us to another point to ponder. Since the change must be made at 2 a.m., how does one accomplish this feat without further discombobulation of the sleep schedule? If one is a night person who usually rolls in about this time on Saturday, all well and good; unless said person is in an exalted condition and forgets to turn the clock back or inadvertently turns it too far back or turns it ahead. The possibilities for a real snafu are endless.

If one has sedentary habits and prefers to retire at a reasonable hour, the only alternative is to adjust the clock before retiring. This sounds sensible except that it will become one hour earlier at the instant the hands are adjusted requiring the retiree either to stay up another hour or to find something to do with an extra hour in the water bed. Use your imagination. You'll think of something.

This is indeed aorny situation. Sunday morning will be glutted with cases of jet-lag experienced by people who didn't even go out their own front gate. All in the name of progress.

I see no solution to this dilemma. I'm so disgusted by the whole mess that I may assume a fetal position on Saturday afternoon and leave the decision making to the harder members of the family. Wake me when it's over, please.

---

**Joyce 'An Inn**

192 Alexandria Pike
Highland Heights, Kentucky

Reasonable Prices!

**Open for Lunch**

Our "Specialty" is a Double Decker Sandwich

We also serve soups (all kinds), chili and salads

---

**Protect Your Smile!**

Mark Pfeiffer D.M.D.

604 S. Fort Thomas Avenue

441-1900

Quality Dentistry for Students of All Ages

"Be true to your teeth or they will be false to you"

Evening appointments

Master Charge • VISA • Dental Insurance

---

**Master Voice Classes**

Eileen Farrell

October 26 - 27, 1981

Monday: 8 - 10 p.m. — Opera/Oratorio/Art Song

Tuesday: 10 a.m. - 12 noon — Pops/Blues/Jazz and 8 - 10 p.m. — Visit With Eileen Farrell

Fine Arts Theatre
IF LOOKS COULD KILL...

LOOKER

A MICHAEL CRICHTON FILM
"LOOKER"

ALBERT FINNEY

JAMES COBURN  SUSAN DEY  LEIGH TAYLOR-YOUNG

Produced by HOWARD JEFFREY  Music by BARRY DeVORZON

Written and Directed by MICHAEL CRICHTON

A LADD COMPANY RELEASE

OPENS OCTOBER 23rd AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU!
Athletic housing provides convenience, opportunities for friendships

by Joe Haacken

Athletic housing provides convenience, opportunities for friendships.

The men’s athletic house (above, left) and women’s athletic house (below, left) provide a “home away from home” for NCU athletes. Hilary McHugh,1st year and basketball player, and Michael Ormiston, 4th year and basketball player, enjoy the living room. The men have found time to spend with their female counterparts, Jackson says the men “are taking the women out and watching ON TV while they watch. They also bake cookies for us, which is nice.”

Senior cross country runner Tom Adams is currently in charge of the house, and he says he understands the problems of the athletic house better than his predecessor, Mike Polansky, who stepped down at the end of last year because he lives in the house and is still in college, not a member of the faculty or staff.

Adams is in charge of all magazine sales, such as StuMa, paper towels and various hardware stocks. StuMa also sells Allens’ jackets for the business.

Adams in charge of the house for the past five years, residing at the end of the year. Adams says he is a floor director. Davis says he is a floor director. Adams says he is a floor director. Adams says he is a floor director.

Adams adds, “Everyone gets along well.”

As a freshman, Adams says he was in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athletic house with McHugh, who lives in the athlete...
**MEN'S INTRAMURAL FLAG FOOTBALL**

**DIVISION I**
- **Losers** 21
  - Talk of the Town 6
  - OGM Orange Crush 7
  - Sunbobs 6

**DIVISION II**
- **Winners** 20
  - Alpha Army 14
  - Weedy-Hosts 21
  - Chase Barristers 20

**DIVISION III**
- **Pabst Blue Ribbon** 7
  - Wiedemann Eagles 0
  - Head Hunters 24
  - Underdogs 8

### SUNDAY LEAGUE STANDINGS

#### DIVISION I
- **The Losers** 3-0
  - Talk of the Town 2-1
  - OGM Orange Crush 2-1
  - Sunbobs 1-3
  - Skeetos 0-3

#### DIVISION II
- **Unouchables** 2-1
  - Weiners 2-1
  - Chase Barristers 2-2
  - Weedy-Hosts 1-2
  - Aker's Army 0-3

#### DIVISION III
- **Head Hunters** 3-0
  - Underdogs 2-1
  - Tigers 1-2
  - Pabst Blue Ribbon 1-2
  - Wiedemann Eagles 1-0

#### DIVISION IV
- **Skeetos** 3-0
  - Neutron Bommers 2-1
  - Weekend Warriors 0-3
  - The Hoods 0-3

**MEN'S INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL**

#### DIVISION I
- **Antipodes** 10:00 - Pi Kappa Alpha vs. Alpha Tau Omega 10:00
  - Hat & Winch in Arapeculo 10:05

#### DIVISION II
- **Over the Hill Gang** 10:10 - Alpha Delta Gamma vs. Alpha Kappa Alpha 10:50
  - Alpha Tha Omega 11:00

#### DIVISION III
- **The Hoods** 11:15 - Weekend Warriors vs. The Hoods 11:30
  - Neutron Bommers vs. Flea Flickers 11:45

**RESULTS FROM SATURDAY**

#### Low Budget
- Win 21

#### Aesthetics
- Win 12

#### Six-t-Niners
- Win 0

#### Court Jesters
- Win 27

#### Pikes
- Win 4

#### SATURDAY LEAGUE STANDINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score 1</th>
<th>Score 2</th>
<th>Score 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NKU Baseball Field</td>
<td>10-0</td>
<td>0-10</td>
<td>3-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGM Orange Crush</td>
<td>3-3</td>
<td>3-3</td>
<td>4-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SUNDAY LEAGUE PROGRAM**

#### NKU Baseball Field
- 10:00 - Pabst Blue Ribbon vs. Wiedemann Eagles
- 10:30 - Weiden Eagles vs. Sunbobs

**DIVISION IV**
- **Leapin' Lizards** 4-0
  - Flea Flickers 2-1
  - Neutron Bommers 2-1
  - Weekend Warriors 0-3
  - The Hoods 0-3

**DIVISION V**
- **Puma's** 3-0
  - Beta Phi Delta 3-0
  - Alpha Delta Gamma 1-2
  - The Motley Crew 0-4

**DIVISION VI**
- **Pi Kappa Alpha** 3-0
  - Tau Kappa Epsilon 3-1
  - Alpha Kappa Alpha 1-2
  - Sigma Phi Episison 0-3

**DIVISION VII**
- **Kappa** 11-14
  - Delta Sigma 13-12
  - Pi Kappa Alpha 15-15
  - Sunbobs 15-15

**DIVISION VIII**
- **Omega** 0-4
  - Sigma Alpha Epsilon 0-4
  - Neutron Bommers 0-3
  - Flea Flickers 0-3

**DIVISION IX**
- **Theta** 1-2
  - Alpha Kappa Alpha 1-2
  - Sunbobs 1-2
  - Underdogs 0-0

**DIVISION X**
- **Sigma** 21-21
  - Alpha Alpha Alpha 21-21
  - Pabst Blue Ribbon 21-21
  - Wiedemann Eagles 21-21

**SCHEDULE**

1. Sacramento St. 8-0
2. Cali-Northridge 8-7
3. Flu. Southern 11-6
4. Cali-Davis 5-1
5. Northern Kentucky 29-0
6. Cal Poly Pomona 3-2
7. Lewis, Ill. 27
8. Cal-Riverside 27
9. N. West Miss. St. 22-7
10. Chapman, Calif 0-3

**Volleyball No. 5**

It was a good weekend for Coach Janice Scherer's volleyball team as it jumped to number five in the national NCAA Division II rankings and finished runner-up in the Wright State Invitational Tournament.

Wright State, however, became the first Division II team to whip the Norse this season, turning the trick in the finals, 15-13, 15-8. The Raiders, ranked number five in the AIAW Division II National Poll, will travel to Highland Heights this Wednesday for a return match (7 p.m.) at NKU's Recreation Center and actually look like nothing better than to avenge last Saturday's loss.

If Northern is to turn things around and beat Wright State it will have to without the services of Division II consensus All American player Nancy Berger, who injured her right shoulder prior to the championship game of the Wright State Invitational. Berger, NKU's top spiker and setter, is expected to be out of action for two weeks.

Following this week's matches vs. Division I's Ball State and Miami, plus Wright State, NKU will have a week off before returning to action on the road at Eastern Kentucky and Western Illinois.

The schedule for this week: Tuesday, NKU vs. Ball State at 7-7 p.m.; Wednesday, NKU hosts Wright State at 7-7 p.m., with NKU's current record at 21-10.
Student meets, interviews Hollywood stars

by Karen Selfner
Staff Reporter

Meeting and interviewing the stars of Hollywood has always intrigued NKU student Kris Scully. Many people are fascinated by the stars, only they do not have what it takes to meet their favorite performers, be they Mick Jagger or Lawrence Welk. This is where Scully comes in. She has that determination and will power that one has to in order to realize a goal, one such as meeting and interviewing the Hollywood personalities. In all, she has met over a hundred of them.

'I have met many stars. Some of them are very nice and some aren't. The ones that aren't should remember that their fans put them at the top, and they should treat their fans with a bit of respect and courtesy,' said Scully.

She has taken several vacations in order to meet people. Her first trip to Los Angeles was one she took with a few friends. Upon graduating from high school she returned to L.A. In order to support herself while she was there, she got a job as a receptionist for George Barris, a man who has custom designed several Hollywood cars, including the "Batmobile", and "General Lee." John Travolta got her the job.

The utmost reason Scully went to L.A. was to meet the person she admires the most: Andy Gibb. After a few days she managed to track him down at a rehearsal for the "Pirates of Penzance" at the Ahmanson theater. Gibb was thrilled she had come all that way just to see him, and they struck up an immediate friendship, which grew closer over the months. Scully saw him nearly every day for the five months, during which time he got her tickets for Pirates and other shows that he was taping at the time, such as "Solid Gold" and "John Davidson." In all, Scully got to see Pirates 53 times as Gibb's guest, and, when the show was over, she attended the closing night cast party with all the stars.

Some of those who are not familiar with the story, "Pirates" is a musical comedy that starts Gibb as a young pirate (Federico) who is supposed to have been brought up as a pilot, not a pirate. When he turns 21, Federico decides to tell his dad that is doesn't want to be a pirate anymore. He is told that he was born on leap year and, instead of being 21, he is actually 5½ years old, so he'll have to wait for his real twenty-first birthday before he can change his mind. During the story's development, Federico falls in love with Mabel (Pam Dawber). They get married, and the story of Federic and Mabel ends happily.

'E could have seen Pirates a million times because it was so excellent and Andy was outstanding," said Scully. "It was quite a change from what he was used to doing, but he performed his part with ease," she continued.

When Pam Dawber came on stage, everybody was expecting her to be "Mindie" and when she opened her mouth to sing, everyone was really surprised by her beautiful voice," said Scully.

Scully also got to meet the stars of "General Hospital" on the set at a luncheon for the cast. She says that Tony Geary (Luke) is a lot like his character, only he is very shy. Rick Springfield was there, and she spent some time chatting with him. Right now he is pursuing both an acting and singing career. Written into his contract with "General Hospital" is a clause that allows him to travel around and do concerts on the weekends.

From talking to the cast members, Scully found out a few facts that not everyone knows about "General Hospital." All the women want it written into their contracts to have affairs with Dr. Noah Drake (Rick Springfield), and that Hayden did not kill Diana Taylor. Although Krista knows who did, she says she'll never tell.

House of Terror complete with snakes, bats and more

by Joannine L. Gallenstein
Staff Reporter

Halloween is just ten days away and with its rapid approach comes a countless number of locally sponsored haunted houses. But before you decide to run away from your television set and avoid any station's exhibitions, why not experience NKU's House of Terror?

Mike Smith, president of the New Stage Company of the Fine Arts Department, conceived the idea to have a campus spook house over a year ago. But last year there was not adequate time to get the project underway. Work began on the endeavor this year the first week of school when Smith received a tentative okay from university officials. Six weeks was all the time Smith and his crew, which includes many stage company students, had to complete the production.

The House of Terror is the old Keene House, an old farm house which used to be the location of the Fine Arts department before the current Fine Arts building was constructed. The house is located at 525 John's Hill Road near Park Place Village Mall.

'I tried to figure out what is scary and touch base with it,' said Smith.

The house is partitioned into ten rooms, which include the parlor, the demon room, the exorcist room, the torture chamber complete with snake pit, the mummy room, the psycho room, the bat room, the witch's castle room, the century room and the fun house.

The House of Terror opened last weekend with approximately 800 patrons scanning the dwelling. Quite a few were so scared they only went through the lower level and refused to view the upstairs. Also, some thought it was too terrifying for younger children. "People apparently pay their money to be scared and that is our ambition," commented Smith. "This place is made for the hard to scare person," he added.

Smith wants the House of Terror to be different from other area haunted houses. Smith said the house looks like a place people would avoid. There's an eerie feeling about the place. "It's a very good haunted house—if not the best," boasted Smith.

'What is also unique about the house is a lighting design throughout it. Doesn't have to be too dark to be scary," said an enthused Smith. Also as patrons stand in line, they can look at the attic window and see an apparent fire coming from the house.

There was great deal of work and expense in creating the House of Terror. Smith had to worry about sound equipment, lumber, hardwoods and electric supplies. "The masks all cost between $30 and $40 each," he said. "Not all the costumes are elaborate but they are scary," he continued. Some of the costumes were made by Smith himself and he had some decor from past Halloween "that worked right in."

It takes about 25 people to run the House of Terror. Smith must go though a long checklist to make sure the doors open at eight. He also likes to stop the line about mid-way through the night to give workers a break. "Most of the people are in costumes for three or more hours at a time and those costumes can get very hot," he said.

The House of Terror will be open October 23 through October 31 from 5 until 11 p.m. The cost is only $1.50 per ticket (with valid NKU identification). The profits from this fund-raising event will go to help the stage company's activities.

"If this past weekend is any indication of what kind of attendance to expect, I am sure we will be quite crowded," Smith concluded.

PIZZA & FROSTED PITCHER
at SKYLINE TAVERN

NIGHTLY

5:00 - 10:00

Just $5.50
NKU’s theatre opens fall
with Hedda Gabler

by Regina Ferrante
Panasonic Editor

"What a liberation to know that
there can still be a free and courageous
action in this world."

These are the words of Hedda Tesman after hearing the news that an
old flame had just committed suicide.
The lack of courage and freedom in Hedda herself was what eventually brings
her downfall.
Hedda Gabler, the first show of the
NKU fall theatre season, opened Satur­
day evening on the Main Stage of the
Fine Arts building. The performance
went very well, with few noticeable
image.

All of the actors gave commendable
performances. Theresa DeZarn, playing
the title role, was exceptional. Cast as
the haughty, cold Hedda, DeZarn effec­
tively captured the spirit of her
character and never lost her compelling
allure.

Joseph Horn-Baker, as Hedda’s hus­
band George Tesman, was very suc­
cessful in his role as the intelligent,
struggling historian, wrapped up in old
documents and library research.
Jennifer Scott also does a good job as
Mrs. Elvated, a woman easily in­
timidated, insecure, and fearful. Scott
was a perfect contrast to the cool, self­
confident Hedda.

Betsy Schaffal was also very con­
vincing as George’s Aunt Juliana, all
sugar and spice, who bent over back­
wards to coo and coddle George and then
Hedda, who just turned her nose up at
the old woman.

Richard Sheridan and Charles
Killian, playing Judge Brack and Eilert
Lovenberg respectively, brought a good
deal of realism to their colorful
characters—the lecherous and all­
knowing judge and the historian Lov­
berg, a reformed alcoholic.

Valarie Lynch, portraying Berta, the
Tesman’s maid, was not on stage as
much as the other characters, but did a
good job with her part and was an ap­
propriate foil for Hedda.

At first estimation, Hedda seemed to be
totally without feeling, but her inner
frustrations appeared later at certain
rare moments.

Hedda was trapped in the society in
which she lived. As a young girl she was
obviously attracted to Lovberg by his
conventional style and outrageous deeds.
She loved hearing his stories but
broke away from him when he wanted a
closer relationship. Her lack of courage
and ties to a restrictive society prevented
her from marrying a man she
desired and forced her to marry a man
whom she did not love.

If Hedda could have overcome her
own weaknesses, she could have spared
herself a tragic end. Hedda was definite­
ly a woman ahead of her time, someone
whose creativity and intelligence would
have made her a success today.

However, Hedda was also trapped in
her own boredom. This boredom made
her play cruel tricks on those around
her. Her games began at a low level, un­
til the end when they reached tragic
heights.

Manipulative and cunning, Hedda
controlled her husband to the point that
he went into debt to satisfy her husband’s
horrible desires.

She was also able to convince Mrs.
Elvated to confide in her, an act that
eventually led to Mrs. Elvated’s unhap­
iness.

But surprisingly, it was Mrs. Elvated
who was strong and endured. Hedda’s
apparent strength was only a mask.

Hedda’s feelings of ineffectualness
possessed her to the point that in the
end, she reasoned her manipulative ac­
tions by saying, “For once in my life I
want power over human beings.”

Her glas at Lovberg’s suicide diminished when she learned the way he
killed himself. This tarnished some of
the “courage” of his action.

Later, she learned that she would be
under the power of the judge who knew
certain incriminating information about
her. Subsequent feelings of entrapment,
failure and hopelessness then destroyed her.

Her statement, “I could die of all
these absurdities,” was absurd in itself.
For it was she, strong in appearance, but
weak in nature, who caused her own
destruction.

NKU’s Theatre season opened last week with the play Hedda Gabler.
Jennifer Scott, left, portrays Mrs. Elvated with Theresa DeZarn, right, as
Hedda in a scene from act one. The play continues this week in the Fine
Arts Theatre. (Barb Barker, photo)
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But I am no beach bum, oorry.

WeU, A. Uiougo. Talk about, dumbly, their major riffy underlione, dumbly, their major.

After the subject of the Beach Boys begot The Theatre of the Fine Arts, Programs for the fine treat for the daytime campus, as I and others, I hope clamor for more. Encore!

Piano recital:

Dr. Rebecca Payne Shockley, on faculty at Eastern Kentucky Universiti, gave a whole of a piano recital two Fridays ago at noon in the Black Box Theatre of the Fine Arts Building. The hour-plus eural delight was so much more as the admission was free and the circumstances relatively inef

e the program consisted, in order played, of Haydn's Sonata No. 41 or 43 in A-flat major the "Program" and "Program Notes" are mutually contradictory on this point, and I cannot, tell you as I am unfamiliar with the piece; Chopin's Nocturnes in D-flat maUor, Op. 27, No. 2, the Mazurkas in F-sharp minor, Op. 58, No. 23 and the Ballades No. 4 in F-minor, Op. 52; as well as of Old Bach's Toccata No. 2 in D-minor (BWV 910); and of a whole slew of delicious Debussy, namely Online, The Moon Holds Her Court, Alternate Thirsk, Frenzews from Preludes, Book I, and finally, The Isle of Joy.

As always, the black bins proved unreliable for the purposes of criticism; they all seemed thrilled to the point of playing bad in masques. What would they do if ever had the luck of attending a really good performance? I shouldered to think about it.

But enough of this curving. The thoroughly retirement-aged Beach Boys musically, anyway) rebooked some time into their show to play all their beach-bum-favorites of summers ago with relative verve and relish, accurately at that. If this generic sentiment is what it takes, then, the concert was a good performance. That their most ancient stuff drew most cheer is not surprising even a ten-year-old beach bum can tell a lake-warm rehab rehash when he or she hears it.

The Beach Boys stuff is pure rehab. Talk about being caught in a time warp! Some things age better than others (think of Bach or the Beatles). Taken out of its context lazy afternoon on an easter's Day.
Thursday, October 22
The Good Music Agency, representing Michael Murphey, has cancelled the concert scheduled for October 31 in Regents Hall. The University Center Board Contemporary Entertainment Committee regrets any inconvenience caused, or displeasure this might cause. The committee is actively pursuing leads for a new show — any suggestions are welcome.
DO YOU EVER FIND YOURSELF SHORT ON CASH AT NIGHT OR ON WEEKENDS?

Embarrassing and inconvenient, isn’t it?
Well, why not solve this problem with a Jeanie Card from Bellevue Commercial & Savings Bank

Bellevue
Fairfield and Taylor
261 9663

Highland Heights
2835 Alexander Pike
781-0444

With Jeanie, you can
make your deposits or
withdrawals 24 hours a day
seven days a week at seven
covenent locations
to-hroughout Campbell County

So, don’t ever get caught short again.
Stop today and get your Jeanie Convenience Card.

Bellevue Commercial & Savings Bank

---------

Theta Phi Alpha
DANCE-A-THON

When: October 28, 11 AM - 7 PM
Where: UC Ballroom

Proceeds:
50% Ronald McDonald House
25% Glenmary Missions
25% Theta Phi Alpha Housing Fund

Free Dance Lessons
12 - 1 PM

Music Provided by WRFN

---------

The Third Annual
UCB
Pumpkin Carving
Contest

Wed. Oct. 28
U.C. Lobby 10:30 - 12:40

PRIZES!!

Judging Following

Limit 2 to a pumpkin.

---------
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FOR SALE: Olympia electric typewriter, excellent condition, affordable. Call 441-0311.

FOR SALE: 1981 Chevette, 4-door, 4 cylinder, automatic, 23,000. Take over payments. Call 451-4395.

FOR SALE: Apartment-size gas stove, $125. Also, 2-door, frost-free refrigerator, $150. Call 572-5801 (day), 541-4599 (evening).

FOR SALE: 1977 Cordoba, forest green, automatic, air, PS, PB, AM/FM Stereo Cassette, Lots of extras, mint condition, only 16,000 miles. Asking $4200. Call 581-5290.

FOR SALE: Investment property—Newport, Ky. Seven room apartment house, very good condition, price includes furniture. Four units renting $600 per month. Call Jack Hemingway 781-0228.

I HAVE LOST a pair of prescription glasses, brown frames, in a red case. If found call 341-6064.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY PATTY MILLAY! You are finally able to hit Clifton legally. We love ya’. Your friends.


TOP-OF-THE-LINE PERM
includes haircut & styling — $15.50
regularly priced at $23.50
Visit our all NEW location and facilities:
Near NKU by New Kroger Superstore
Vogue
COLLEGE OF HAIR DESIGN
2331 Alexandria Pike
Highland Heights, Kentucky 41076

PERSONAL: To George Sinte, Guess what Sunday is? I hope you remember ‘cause I sure won’t.

FOR RENT: ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT in Covington. Four blocks from St. Elizabeth. Contact Liz after 4 p.m. at 291-2815, except Tuesdays and Thursdays.

PART-TIME, TEMPORARY POSITION AVAILABLE on campus for student majoring in Communications, Advertising, Radio/TV, or Marketing to develop Publicity Campaign for the Co-op Program. Rate of pay: 44 per hour. Hours flexible. Contact the Co-op Office, AC 601, 572-6880.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY PATTY MILLAY! You are finally able to hit Clifton legally. We love ya’. Your friends.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24
2nd Annual Alpha Tau Omega OCTOFEST
At Ludlow Knights of Columbus 9 PM till 1 AM
$4.00 Presale Tickets Only — See an ATO member for tickets

SUGAR PUMPKIN PIE
$1.58

CINNAMON BREAD
20¢ off with coupon

STORE HOURS:
8 am till 11 pm Daily; 9 am till 9 pm on Sunday
BE SURE TO CHECK OUR BEVERAGE PRICES!!!